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This paper discusses how geopolitical visions from an earlier century are being reanimated in certain quarters of the political, intellectual, and military elite in the United States in order to frame recent shifts in China’s status in the international system. However, these deterministic geopolitical lenses – like the historical antecedents they draw on – are misconceived and counter-productive, missing the sophistication and fluidity of world politics. It is suggested here that such reductionist geopolitical categories instead work to narrow the space for mutual understanding and deny the multiple versions of power and sovereignty in the world today.
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An invited and an uninvited empire

In certain quarters of the United States’ foreign policy community, reductionist geopolitical categories from a previous age are once again being reanimated as devices for delivering supposed insights into the contemporary international system, and for explaining and interpreting China’s current ambitions in world politics. While these clouded geopolitical lenses bring a certain degree of clarity – by effacing and erasing the intricate and dynamic nuances of place and politics – they simultaneously work to narrow the space for mutual understanding and obscure the interconnectedness and shared interests of states within our world.

In these geopolitical visions, the community of states around the South China Sea is being framed as on the brink of fracturing along bi-polar lines. On the one hand, this has been achieved by rehabilitating the rhetoric and practices of ‘classical’ geopolitics in order to interpret China’s elevated status in regional and world politics, while at the same time there has been an affirmation of the United States as a benign hegemon in the Asia-Pacific region, which is guaranteeing order, stability, and the ‘global commons’. It is a process that has assumed a new urgency and significance after the catastrophes of US foreign policy in the Middle East.

The enduring image of the United States as a benevolent hegemon is widely accepted by a broad coalition of US elites and has been succinctly outlined in a recent paper by John Ikenberry, who sketches a world where the United States has established leadership not simply through the exercise of power but together with sustained efforts at global problem solving and rule making.1

It is an order based on the superstructure of a US-led network of alliances, institutions, geopolitical bargains, client states, and democratic partnerships, where the United States is an ‘empire by
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invitation’.\(^2\) This corresponds to what the geographer John Agnew has termed the globalist sovereignty regime, where various international and global norms over human rights, economic and monetary policy, and governmental behaviour – largely conceived and promoted by the US – have spread to other states’ political and judicial practice.\(^3\)

This globalist hegemonic order rests on the United States’ ability to exercise extra-territorial sovereignty through military supremacy and global reach, at the same time as occupying a position at the centre of world politics through leverage of the global financial system, complex regional alliances, and cultural ‘soft power’.\(^4\) In this there are certain features of Hardt and Negri’s understanding of Empire, which they regard as a ‘U.S. constitutional project’ based on a ‘model of rearticulating an open space and reinventing incessantly diverse and singular relations in networks across an unbounded terrain’.\(^5\)

Such a model of networked sovereignty necessitates its constant affirmation by political elites at the highest level. It is a concept encapsulated in President Barack Obama’s West Point Commencement Speech, when in May 2014 he noted that ‘From Europe to Asia, we are the hub of alliances unrivalled in the history of nations’.\(^6\) His speech was followed just days later by then Secretary of Defense Chuck Hegel stating at the Shangri-La security forum that, ‘Today, perhaps more than ever, one of America’s greatest sources of strength is its network of partners and allies’.\(^7\) The dilemma for this networked sovereignty regime is that the rise and fall of states – both within and outside of this network – causes great confusion, consternation, uncertainty, and insecurity amongst the policy elites articulating it. The rest of this paper attempts to chart how certain members of the political, military, and intellectual elite in the United States have used the rhetoric of ‘classical’ geopolitics to contrast the rapidly changing role of China in the international system with the supposed order and stability of the prevailing US-led globalist regime.

**The global commons versus ‘blue national soil’**

The sharpest distinctions over China’s geopolitical/territorial challenge to the globalist order have come most recently through representations of its claims over scraps of land at sea, and the vast maritime zones that come with them. This is posed as a challenge to the benign hegemony of the United States, which – in this version of world politics – is entrusted with preserving the ‘global commons’. As Frank Hoffman, Senior Research Fellow at the Institute for National Strategic Studies, has put it:\(^8\)

> For many years, Britain’s Royal Navy was the ultimate guarantor of the global commons. That great tradition and responsibility was transferred to the American Navy after World War II. For the better part of the last half century, the U.S. Navy [has] ensured strategic access and served as the principal protector of international stability.\(^9\)

The potential rupture to this stability became sharply emphasized after China’s 2009 claim to the Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf at the United Nations of a ‘nine-dashed line’,


\(^4\) Ibid., 131–2.


\(^8\) Part of the National Defense University, Washington, DC.

which covers most of the South China Sea. In the wake of this announcement, China became increasingly represented as a ‘territorial’ rival to the norms and values that the globalist state claims to uphold. An op-ed by George Will in the Washington Post in March 2011 captured the concerns amongst a broad swathe of US policy elites when it stated that ‘China seems increasingly inclined to define the oceans off its shores as extensions of the shores – territory to be owned and controlled like “blue national soil”’. In The Diplomat, James Holmes, Professor of Strategy at the US Naval War College, suggested that China’s claim to this ‘blue national soil’...envisions exercising the absolute territorial sovereignty at sea that governments exercise within their land frontiers. It would reserve the right to infringe on freedom of navigation. For Holmes, it is imperative that the ‘commons must remain the commons, lest the system of liberal trade and commerce collapse on itself’.

At the policy level, Hillary Clinton, then US Secretary of State, declared at the ASEAN Regional Forum in Hanoi in July 2010 that, ‘The United States has a national interest in freedom of navigation, open access to Asia’s maritime commons and respect for international law in the South China Sea’. The following year, the United States Senate voted unanimously to pass a resolution ‘supporting the continuation of operations by U.S. armed forces in support of freedom of navigation rights in international water and air space in the South China Sea’.

Accompanying this political response to China’s maritime claims has been a proliferation of articles amongst academics and Washington-based think tanks on how Chinese officials and officers are feverishly studying the ideas of the nineteenth century American naval strategist Alfred Thayer Mahan. They are apparently enthusiastically embracing Mahan’s theories of ensuring command over the sea through the concentration of naval forces, control of strategic locations, and the importance of a decisive engagement to neutralize an enemy’s fleet. An article in Foreign Affairs by the journalist and self-proclaimed geopolitical analyst Robert D. Kaplan claimed that:

Still an insecure sea power, [China] thinks about the ocean territorially … In thinking in such a zero-sum fashion about their country’s adjoining seas, China’s naval leaders are displaying the aggressive philosophy of the turn-of-the-twentieth-century U.S. naval strategist Alfred Thayer Mahan, who argued for sea control and the decisive battle.

Kaplan is not alone in making an analogy with Mahan, and parallels have been drawn between today’s situation in the South China Sea, and the United States’ bid for pre-eminence in the
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Caribbean over a century before. Hoffman refers to a ‘neo-Mahanian era’, while Holmes suggests that, ‘Like the [Caribbean] waterways that obsessed Mahan, [the South China Sea] contains waterways of critical importance to national prosperity … Geography has concentrated minds in Beijing’.

At the same time as invoking Mahan, other scholars and commentators have drawn parallels to China’s ambitions and the administration of James Monroe (1817–25) and the desire to keep European powers out of the Americas. Stephen Walt insisted in a New York Times article, entitled Dealing with a Chinese Monroe Doctrine, that, ‘By the same logic, a powerful China will not want the United States to have close alliances and a large military presence near its borders, and it will undoubtedly try to push U.S. forces out of the Asia-Pacific region’. Such consternation reveals a fear in some quarters that from a Mahanian/Monroeian perspective, geostrategic control of the South China Sea (just as it did for the United States in the Caribbean) will herald a revision of the current world order. An affirmation of the benefits of this prevailing order has seemingly become a key focus of US policy towards the region. As Tom Donilon, National Security Advisor to the President (2010–13), recently asked: would safe sea lanes have fuelled Pacific commerce, and would smaller nations have been protected from domination by bigger neighbours without the US guarantee of security and stability? For Donilon the answer is obvious and the US turn to the Asia Pacific is ‘a response to the strong demand signal from leaders and publics across the region for U.S. leadership, economic engagement, sustained attention to regional institutions and defense of international rules and norms’. These appeals to ‘stability’, ‘demand signals’, ‘institutions’, ‘rules and norms’ represent key features of a globalist understanding of US sovereignty, which work to legitimate a particular response to the ‘territorial’ challenge that China is apparently posing to Asia’s maritime ‘commons’.

Mackinder’s long shadow

Alongside Mahan and Monroe, there has also been a flurry of interest in the geographer, politician, and champion of the British Empire, Sir Halford Mackinder, who, in 1904, wrote his famous and evocatively titled paper ‘The Geographical Pivot of History’. Mackinder believed that the arrival of a network of railways across Inner Eurasia (a region that he termed the ‘Pivot Area’, and later the ‘Heartland’) would provide tsarist Russia – or whichever state controlled this space – with the mobility necessary to claim, exploit, and defend the resources of a vast continental area. As he famously put it: ‘Who rules the Heartland commands the World Island [the joint continent of Europe, Asia, and Africa]; Who rules the World Island commands the World.’

It does not take a close reading of Mackinder to note the insecurities and challenges that this scenario would pose to the British Empire and its worldwide network of trade, overseas territories,
military bases, access to resources, naval supremacy, and the economic, political, and military advantages associated with its leadership of the prevailing global system at the time. While Mackinder was proved entirely wrong—it was in fact the United States that assumed the primacy Great Britain had once occupied—this detail has not affected the enduring appeal of his imperial geopolitics.

Not for the first time, Mackinder’s ideas have found a new appreciation as a device for interpreting contemporary events in world politics. In his 2010 Foreign Affairs article, Kaplan recalled the closing lines of Mackinder’s paper and its ‘disturbing reference to China’. He noted how Mackinder had posited that should the Chinese expand their power well beyond their borders, then they ‘might constitute the yellow peril to the world’s freedom just because they would add an oceanic frontage to the resources of the great continent’. Kaplan is convinced that China’s ‘blessed geography’—as a land and sea power—ensures the country ‘will stand at the hub of geopolitics’ in the current century. He uses the logic of Mackinder in exactly the way the British imperialist had done a century earlier: to frame a geopolitical threat to the world’s pre-eminent, hegemonic, globalist power, and the appropriate response of containment.

However, what is perhaps most intriguing about the reanimation of Mackinder’s ideas, is that this appreciation of ‘classical’ geopolitics has expanded beyond the sphere of foreign affairs punditry and one of its most notable advocates has been Admiral Patrick Walsh, former Commander of the US Pacific Fleet (2009–12). Walsh has specifically cited the merits of Mackinder in a number of interviews, asserting that by applying Mackinder’s geographic insights to Asia, ‘You can identify where the critical node is’. For Walsh, this happens to be the South China Sea and for any country to exert economic, political, diplomatic, or military influence beyond its own region, it requires ‘control of, or a sustained presence in, a “strategic pivot”’. As he makes clear, this pivot should determine where the US positions its forces, as if China is allowed to exert its sovereignty unchecked in this region then he insists that it ‘can change the norms of behaviour … you can’t let one country just sort of dominate all of that economic activity and expect that the world would continue to function as it is’.

Walsh’s strategic concept—outlined in a classified paper produced while still Commander of the Pacific Fleet—appeared to have inspired some influence beyond his Pearl Harbor headquarters when his Mackinderian logic surfaced in a well-known article by Hillary Clinton in Foreign Policy magazine in November 2011. In this article, Clinton stresses in the space of a few lines how ‘the United States stands at a pivot point’; ‘we need to accelerate efforts to pivot to new global realities’; and ‘[t]his kind of pivot is not easy, but we have paved the way for it over the past two-and-a-half years’. As is clear from the rest of her article, much of this
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‘pivoting’ is of a military orientation – a trajectory since confirmed by a series of deployments in the region and joint military exercises with US allies and partners in the South China Sea.36

Although at the official level, the language of ‘pivot’ has more recently been softened to a ‘rebalancing’,37 there endures the perceived necessity of consolidating an image of the United States as a benevolent hegemon, overseeing the ‘commons’, and the guarantor of the global/regional order. Just as in the age of Mackinder, representations of this order – and more precisely the challenges to it – are revealing much about the anxieties and apprehensions of certain members of the globalist elite, and rather less about China’s motivations and preoccupations in global and regional politics. Such framings – perhaps intentionally – are simultaneously working to reduce the space for alternative Chinese behaviour.38

It is also perhaps unsurprising that the Mackinderian logic underpinning the US ‘pivot’ did not go unnoticed in China, and shortly after Clinton’s announcement, Deputy Director of the PLA’s Academy of Military Sciences Zhiyuan Lin stated in the People’s Daily that the United States had already ‘strengthened penetration in China’s surrounding regions’.39 He also made reference to how some thinkers in the US Navy have become quite interested in the English geographer Halford Mackinder and his idea of ‘who rules the Heartland commands the World Island’.40 However, here Lin inverts such neo-Mackinderian visions, suggesting that those followers of Mackinder in the United States who are applying his strategy to Asia are convinced that controlling the South China Sea will permit the US Air Force and Navy to command East Asia, and consequently to command the World Island.41 For Lin, it is China defending the heartland – and itself – from the grand imperial designs of the United States.

### Laying to rest the ghosts of geopolitics past

This inversion of a Mackinderian framing of the region illustrates precisely how reductionist geopolitical lenses serve to polarize perspectives and engender insecurity on both sides. These geopolitical visions deny the complexities and contingencies of world politics, working to obfuscate China’s shared interest in furthering aspects of the prevailing globalist regime. This paper is not the first to point out that China broadly has the same shared interests as the United States in areas such as nuclear non-proliferation; that China is an active participant in mechanisms and institutions of global governance; and how, in certain cases, China has even gone further than the United States in ratifying international agreements – notably the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS).42 Scholars have also demonstrated how two decades ago China made the voluntary decision to pursue deepening international integration; to further pro-market domestic reforms; to bind itself by international regimes; and to support the existing, economically liberal global trading regime, and its major institutional enforcer, and symbol – the
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WTO. As a result of its emergence as a major exporter with a persistent trade surplus within this system, China has increasingly come to share with the United States and the European Union a desire to pursue a bold trade liberalization agenda. In this sense – and with China being for a number of years the primary holder of US treasury securities – the policies associated with the continued rise of China and the maintenance of US hegemony have often become complementary.

However, this is not to say that these mutual interests or China’s adherence to global norms and rules in the region is absolute. Indeed, there is a growing tension between China’s repeated commitments to respecting international law, and its more assertive and unilateral actions in the South and East China Sea. Recent examples have included Chinese reclamation projects on the Spratlys (such as at South Johnson Reef, where there are suggestions China is planning to construct an airstrip), the positioning in May 2014 of an oil rig of the state-run China National Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC) to waters near the Paracel Islands, within what Vietnam considers its exclusive economic zone, the establishment in November 2013 of an Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ) in the East China Sea; and in June 2014 a refusal to accept a request by the Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA) at the Hague to respond to a memorandum on China’s territorial and maritime claims filed by the Philippines in March 2014 under UNCLOS.

Despite these actions, China remains careful to avoid or limit any perception of rejecting international norms. The establishment of China’s ADIZ is represented as not being in direct violation of existing international rules or precedents on the establishment of ADIZs; China is also only the latest of the claimants to instigate island reclamation projects on the Spratlys, while the CNOOC oil rig near the Paracels was withdrawn just two months after its placement. However, perhaps the most striking rejection of international agreements is China’s refusal to accept the PCA’s arbitration under UNCLOS. Yet even here, the authority of UNCLOS is eroded by the United States’ inability to add its signature to the Convention. As President
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Obama has ruefully noted: ‘It’s a lot harder to call on China to resolve its maritime disputes under the Law of the Sea Convention when the United States Senate has refused to ratify it.’

The failure of the US Senate to endorse a twenty-first century mechanism for maritime dispute resolution misses a critical opportunity to widen the space for mutual understanding with China, to bind itself – and China – to the rules and norms it claims to uphold, and with it a chance to decisively counter the re-emergence of obsolete geopolitical theories that once rationalized past imperialism. Instead these tired geopolitical representations have been given space to exacerbate tensions in the region, deny complementarities, and belie the fact that China is seeking to guarantee its access to the global system rather than to deny others. They serve to over-determine and ossify understandings of China’s behaviour into hard, bounded, deterministic conceptualizations, which miss the myriad of linkages, interconnections, and dynamism that define sovereignty, the global economy, and international relations in the modern age. Rather than providing critical insights into predicting China’s actions in regional or world politics, these geopolitical framings work to intensify Chinese fears of containment, at the same time as they expose the prevailing fractures, anxieties, and insecurities of the globalist regime.

Whether it is because of their simplicity and ease of intelligibility, or the rhetorical power of charismatic and idiosyncratic advocates, or simply their play to an audience receptive to reassurance and stasis in times of rapid change, these geopolitical visions refuse to dissipate. It is through underplaying the role of global trade and finance, a disregard for the multiple versions of sovereignty and power that exist in the world, and a denial of the possibility for alternative perspectives in world politics that have allowed Mackinder, Mahan, and Monroe back onto the centre-stage of the globalist regime. Recognizing the inherent limitations of these defunct and deterministic geopolitical tropes is perhaps a starting point for ameliorating the dangerous and destabilizing processes that their uncritical recycling has initiated.
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